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Ouachita Mountains Archeology: Researching the Past with Two Projects in Arkansas

Mary Beth Trubitt

Ouachita Mountains Archeology is a concise overview of the past 10,000 years of American Indian history in the Ouachita Mountains region. Intended for a general audience, this book shows how archeologists ask and answer questions about past ways of life. Examples are drawn from two recent Arkansas Archeological Survey excavation projects. What plants and animals did people collect, grow, and prepare into food in the past? How can archeologists use stone tools or pottery to track community movements and social interactions across the region? Why is it important to preserve archeological sites? This Popular Series book communicates research results and highlights new archeological techniques for learning about Arkansas’s past.
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The Battle Mound Landscape: Exploring Space, Place, and History of a Red River Caddo Community in Southwest Arkansas

Duncan McKinnon

This research is a synthesis of archeogeophysical and archeohistorical data collected from the Battle Mound site (3LA1). Using these data, McKinnon seeks to understand how the site is organized in terms of architectural variability, and how differential use areas, such as domestic or community space, can be compared to ethnographic and archeological data concerning Caddo community structure and landscape use. The research is formulated around three questions related to spatial organization and settlement patterning, intrasite behavioral practices, and Caddo culture history. Results show that an examination at multiple scales of resolution can inform about the spatial organization and settlement patterning of Caddo communities and how these underlying principles that define space have endured or been modified over time.

The Mazique Site: A Balmoral Phase Coles Creek Mound and Plaza Center in the Natchez Bluffs Region of Mississippi

Daniel A. LaDu

The Mazique site (22Ad502) is a late prehistoric mound and plaza center in Adams County, Mississippi. The goal of the research was to determine which model of Plaquemine origins best fits the data: External Stimulus or Internal Development. Results indicated that neither model by itself offers a unifying explanation of Plaquemine origins. Instead, the author believes that External Stimulus and Internal Development represent complementary forces at work within a broader network of contact and communication, and that the Coles Creek/Plaquemine transition is more aptly modeled as the convergence of Coles Creek and Mississippian interaction spheres.
This monograph presents the results of archeological excavations at the Howe Pottery (3SA340) in Benton, Arkansas during 2010, with summaries of previous investigations at the site and of other known kiln sites in Arkansas. The Howe Pottery is National Register of Historic Places eligible, significant for its unique state of preservation, coupled with the general lack of archeological data for the late nineteenth-century pottery industry, which was important in the Benton area. Archival records suggest the pottery was established before 1886 and operated until 1898–1899. The archeological investigations reported here uncovered a trove of new information, especially about kiln construction and changes in use of the pottery over time. Local and national trends in traditional stoneware pottery production are tracked via study of the Howe Pottery’s archeological record.
Toltec Mounds was the most significant place for Plum Bayou culture from AD700 to 1050. The plaza and surrounding mounds have received the most study at the site over more than three decades. The concept of a formal arrangement of multiple mounds around a rectangular plaza is rare for terminal Woodland cultures. The full plaza was apparently conceptualized early in the occupation with mounds or earthen platforms constructed throughout the period of occupation. The biggest gap in knowledge concerns the two big mounds; without details about these, our understanding of the mound-and-plaza complex is limited. Deposits beneath the mounds resulted from diverse activities, some of which were sacred. Later activities at Toltec were coeval with early Mississippian communities and the architectural design was absorbed into Mississippian culture of the Central Mississippi Valley. Various aspects of the site—architecture, artifacts, and foodways—indicate that Toltec Mounds occupied a significant position in the Mississippi River valley, both geographically and culturally.
Prehistoric Plies: A Structural and Comparative Analysis of Cordage, Netting, Basketry and Fabric from Ozark Bluff Shelters

Sandra Clements Scholtz


Newly Reprinted

Classics


RS06 Quaternary Geology of the Lower Mississippi Valley. 2nd printing, with 11x17 inch color map. Roger T. Saucier. ISBN 1-56349-007-2 | 28pp. | $5

Two Historic Cemeteries in Crawford County, Arkansas.
Robert C. Mainfort, Jr. & James M. Davidson (eds.) RS62

An Antebellum Ozark Community and the Civil War: The Archaeology of the Second Mount Comfort Church.
Jerry E. Hilliard. RS63

An Inquiry into the Locations and Characteristics of Jacob Bright’s Trading House and William Montgomery’s Tavern.
Patrick E. Martin. RS11
ISBN 1-56349-022-6 | 1978 | 101pp. | $4

RS44 Standards for Data Collection from Human Skeletal Remains.
Jane E. Buikstra & Douglas H. Ubelaker (eds.).

Institutions and bookstores may use Purchase Orders submitted via email to archpubs@uark.edu or via fax to 479-575-5453

Widely used in college classes and laboratories across North America, Standards for Data Collection has indeed become a standard physical anthropology text. Profusely illustrated; 58 pages of data recording forms.

TP11 A Handbook of Soil Description for Archeologists.
Gregory Vogel. 2002 | 32pp. | $5

This brief but practical manual, in handy 6x9 inch size, is a favorite with students and all field workers.

https://archeology.uark.edu/learn-discover/publications/
**Titles By Region**

**Caddo Area**


**Ozark Mountains**


**Mississippi Valley**


**RS60** Mississippian Transitions at John's Lake. C. Andrew Buchner et al. ISBN 1-56349-096-X | 2003 | 194pp. | $20


**RS39** Coles Creek and Mississippi Period Foragers in the Felsenthal Region of the Lower Mississippi Valley. Frank F. Schambach (ed.). ISBN 1-56349-069-0 | 1990 | 137pp. | $10


**RS12** The Shallow Lake Site (3UN9/32) and Its Place in Regional Prehistory. Martha Ann Rolingson & Frank F. Schambach. ISBN 1-56349-036-6 | 1981 | 231pp. | $5

archpubs@uark.edu 7
REgional overviews

Some volumes in the Central & Northern Plains Overview (CNPO) and Southwest Division Overview (SWDO) series are available in print as paperback books. Please visit our website to order these volumes. Abbreviated titles are given below. SEE OUR DOWNLOAD PAGE FOR FREE PDFs OF OUT-OF-PRINT VOLUMES http://archeology.uark.edu/learn-discover/publications/

SWDO

RS31 Ozark & Ouachita Mountains (Arkansas, Oklahoma, Missouri). George Sabo III et al. 1988, 296pp., 1-56349-059-5 FREE PDF ONLINE

RS32 Greater Southwest (Colorado, New Mexico, Texas). Alan Simmons et al. 1989, 322pp., 1-56349-060-9 FREE PDF ONLINE

RS33 Central, South, and Lower Pecos (Texas). Thomas Hester et al. 1989, 178pp., 1-56349-061-7 $5.00

RS35 Southern Great Plains (Colorado, Kansas, Oklahoma, New Mexico, Texas). Jack L. Hofman et al. 1989, 286pp., 1-56349-063-3 FREE PDF ONLINE

RS36 Archeological Literature of the South Central United States. 4 vols. 1989, 1049pp., 1-56349-064-1 OUT OF PRINT – UNAVAILABLE

RS37 Lower Mississippi Valley & Trans-Mississippi South (Arkansas, Louisiana). Marvin D. Jeter et al. 1989, 468pp., 1-56349-065-X FREE PDF ONLINE

RS38 Gulf Coastal Plain (Texas). 2 vols. Dee Ann Story et al. 1990, 748pp., 1-56349-066-8 FREE PDF ONLINE

RS35 Bioarcheology of the South Central United States. Jerome C. Rose. 1999, 296pp., 1-56349-086-2 $5.00

CNPO

RS45 Prairie-Timberlands (Missouri). Raymond Wood et al. 1995, 219pp., 1-56349-076-5 $5.00


RS48 Central Great Plains (Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska). Jack L. Hofman. 1996, 296pp., 1-56349-079-X $5.00


RS50 Archeological Literature of the North Central United States. CD-ROM. 1996, 1-56349-081-1 $5.00

RS52 Northern Woodlands (Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa). Elizabeth D. Benchley et al. 1997, 370pp., 1-56349-083-8 $5.00

available in very limited quantities

RS01 Archeological and Historical Resources of the Red River Basin. Hester A. Davis (ed.). | 1970 | 194 pp. | $5


ordering

Credit cards now accepted via our Online Storefront. https://commerce.cashnet.com/UARKARAS. Shipping charges are added at checkout. Sales tax is due on all orders delivered within Arkansas. We regret that we cannot ship overseas. USA & Canada only.


Corporate customers (libraries, bookstores, etc.) may set up an account for Purchase Orders. For this and any other questions: archpubs@uark.edu or call 479/575-3556.
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